
Women's low hiking shoes TECNICA-Sulfur S GTX Ws deep grey/light petrol

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
36 2/3 796091 8050459983227 3+
37,5 796092 8050459983234 3+
38 796093 8050459983241 3+
38 2/3 796094 8050459983258 3+
39,5 796095 8050459983265 3+
40 796096 8050459983272 3+
40 2/3 796097 8050459983289 3+
41,5 796098 8050459983296 3+
42 796099 8050459983302 1 ks

Suggested retail price: 209.99 € s DPH

Description

Tecnica women's shoes. Thanks to the anatomical cut, low hiking boots will provide you with extra comfort. They
are a guarantee of high comfort and stability. These women's outdoor shoes ensure precision when climbing and
grip in technical terrain. It has a durable synthetic upper, which is also light. The classic lacing is extended to the
toe. The tip of the mountain boots is rubberized for better protection. An important part is the Gore-Tex®
membrane, thanks to which you will stay dry and comfortable in all conditions.

Women's trekking shoes have a midsole with different densities. The result is greater cushioning and a smoother
heel-to-toe transition when walking and torsional stiffness when climbing. It is the result of TPU Edge Frame
technology. It is embedded in the core of the shoe and provides support and flexibility exactly where you need it.
Another advantage of women's hiking boots is the Vibram® Megagrip™ mixed sole. Thanks to its multi-directional
lug pattern, it easily adapts to different terrains and changing conditions. It also has a flat climbing zone at the top.
The rubber arch improves edging power and climbing accuracy on ledges and edges. Tecnica Sulfur footwear is
suitable for longer distances in rugged mountain terrain.

Product details:

low hiking boots
anatomical cut
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durable and breathable upper
lacing extended to the toe
rubber tip
midsole with different density for better cushioning
TPU Edge Frame technology in the core of the shoe
rugged Vibram® Megagrip™ outsole for high grip
Gore-Tex® membrane
they provide precision when climbing and grip in technical terrain
suitable for longer distances in rugged mountain terrain and climbing

EXCLUSIVELY AT EXISPORT - Tailor-made footwear in just 15 minutes
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